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SUMMARY:

This report provides copies and an analysis and overview of the annual reports 
received by Council Members representing the Council in 2018/19 on Outside Bodies.

RECOMMENDATIONS:                                                                              

Council are recommended to:
a)  note that the annual review reports have been received; and
b)  consider any Overview and Scrutiny Committee recommendations brought to the 
Council following their meeting on 3rd April 2019. 

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The outside bodies representation list is reviewed and agreed annually by Full 
Council.   The list includes for both outside body representation and Member 
thematic champions and for 2018/19 is re-produced at Appendix A.   This report 
relates to representation for the 2018/19 year.

1.2 Members formally allocated to outside body representation are expected to 
provide an annual feedback report.   Each year these reports are considered by 
Overview and Scrutiny Committee to acknowledge where and how members 
have been active in their outside bodies.   Members use existing mechanisms, 
mainly linked officers, to feed any actions or issues into the council.  The 
Member Champions currently have the choice of using the annual feedback form 
to let all members know what they have actively engaged with during the year.  

1.3 Members representing the Council on outside bodies have a responsibility to 
report actions, issues and risk to ensure required activity is undertaken by the 
Council and any necessary concerns and mitigation is considered and 
appropriate action taken.   A standard summary feedback form template is in 
place for member representatives to use following a meeting.  This can then be 



circulated to the relevant officers and members for follow up information, 
communication and action.  

2. FEEDBACK RECEIVED

2.1 The responses from outside body member representatives have been considered 
by the Overview and Scrutiny Committee.  This included feedback from 17 
member representatives, 40% of outside bodies on the list, and 3 Member 
Champions.  As was evidenced in last year’s responses, Members have been 
active in their outside bodies during the past year.  They continue to work with 
officers and use existing mechanisms, including circulating notes and minutes of 
meetings attended to feed issues into the Council.  As highlighted last year, a 
good proportion of the outside bodies publish their papers publicly making them 
available to Members and Staff to access eg Copeland Community Fund.

2.2 A number of key partnerships are reported on through the Portfolio reports to 
Full Council using the quarterly performance management and reporting 
framework.   

2.3 A number of members are using the summary feedback form after meetings, 
some are using officers to feed information and issues in to the Council and 
other member representatives are sending information for inclusion in the 
members weekly update.    The main feedback focus is on action, issues and 
potential risks for the Council to be aware of or to respond to.   No annual report 
form has identified direct risks for the Council from the outside body 
representation and actions.  All representatives reporting believe the outside 
body representation they are reporting on is beneficial to the Council and should 
continue.

2.4 The review invites further comments and these include a need to review one 
partnership activity in line with the Council’s annual grant, the importance of 
support for locality partnerships and confirmation that new reps will be needed 
moving forward.  There was particularly reference to the Pensions Forum where 
whoever takes this on should “have a long term commitment to grasp the 
complexities of pensions. Ideally they should be portfolio holder for Finance.”  

 
2.5 Three theme Champions have reported on their annual activities:  Older Persons, 

Heritage and Homelessness.  This annual reporting is not obligatory and those 
received have been considered by the Overview and Scrutiny Committee.  
Champions do use opportunities throughout the year to report through our 
standard communications mechanisms on issues and activities.  Some 
Champions take the opportunity to meet with staff and key partners regularly, 
others are active members of projects.   All three reports highlight the value of 
the champion role to the Council and delivery of our priorities in this area.  



3. CONCLUSIONS

3.1 The purpose of the annual review report is to ensure members are able at least 
once a year to reflect and report on their outside body representative activity 
highlighting any issues.  No review report received has asked for a review of the 
representation to the outside body so it is anticipated that existing outside body 
representation will be continued and will be allocated as usual at the Annual 
Meeting in May 2019 for 2019/20.  We have already set in action a review of the 
cycle path partnership to understand the updated position and status of the 
partnership to inform the 2019/20 representation allocations.

3.2 In summary, the annual reporting for 2018/19 has been at 40%, less than the 
nearly 60% in 2017/18 and significantly less than the 80% response from the 
previous year.  It must be noted that the timing of the annual reporting request 
is earlier than usual due to wishing to get the feedback to the last Full Council of 
this four year term before elections for the Council in May.

3.3 The majority of representatives are attending regularly.  The use of feedback 
mechanisms vary and representatives have access to weekly member briefings 
to get relevant information circulated to other members.   As reflected last year, 
officer attendance does assist with ensuring that actions, issues and risks are fed 
in directly.  

3.4 This report is provided for consideration and noting.  Any comments or 
recommendations from the Overview and Scrutiny Committee whose meeting 
will take place on 3rd April 2019 will be circulated to all members in advance of 
this Full Council.
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